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tem cells are a hot topic in the world of medicine.
Offere.d in a growing number of practices, the latest
versions of stem cell therapy have nothing to do with
embryos, and involve no questionable new drugs.
Considered to be in its infancy in the U.S., adult stem
cells are being used and studied in the treatnent of
everytldng from joint and spinal injr:ries
to neurological conditions. There are
skeptics, of course, many of whom
maintain something that seems too
good to be true usually is.
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A SUCCESS STORY

cells from fatty tissue in what is described as

A form of stem cell treamJnt made its way
to Nacogdoches via a local pain specialist
who became curious enough to become
certified and a.ffiliated with the California
Stem Cell Tteament Center. The verdict: The
method isn't a cr-rre-all, says Dr. James Davis
of brterventional Pain Management, but for
patients likeMrginia Sims, the results can be
surprise.
if not life-changing
a pleasant
Sims, a veteran of spine surgery who was
unable to move her left foot at all Inew this
new method wasnt a guarantee, but decided
to fy it anyway.
"The thing is
none of the (mainstrea,m)

Adipose tissue is the one area, he said'
where slem cells dont tend to &oP in
number as one ages.
Methods of stem cell therapy vary, and
those variations include where the cells come
from. Some procedures use cells ta^ken from
bone marrow or blood comPonents.
Mark Hackbarttr, a pain specialistwith
Tyler-based Precision Spine Care, began
using a method known as PRP, or platelet
rich plasma, about 10 years ago. He, too,
believes stem cells offer great promise,
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procedures were mainstream when they
started,:' she said. "It may or may not work
I only speak for
for everyone. I donl lnow
me."
In a video tqken three weeks after the
procedure; her progress, along with Davis'
delight, are evident. Once dependent on a
walker or cane, she stood and walked on her
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"It's truly investigational" Davis said. "Over
time, I believe we will be able to estimate the
effectiveness and the problems that are best

teated."

WHAT ARE THEY EXACTLY?
primitive cells thathaven't
Stem cells
yet fransformed to perform a specific
are ha^rvested from the patient
function
(not as scary as it sounds, according
to Davis), "made active"via a complex
preparation process, then given back to the
sene patient within the same daY'
Many factors then come into PIaY,
including the stem cells' regenerative
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abilities.
"The simple answer is they become the
cell you are trying to replace," Davis said'
The method used by Davis hawests the
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particularly in musflioskeletal treatuent.
"It's like anyttring else," he said.'You have
to first make the proper diagnosis. If I do the
wrong procedure, you won't get the right
results."
Typically, the more damage to a joint such
as a knee, the less regenerative efect stem
cells may have, he said.
"If it's just bone on bone, there isn't
anyttring to build on," he said.

ease.

Not all patients will get this dra.matic a
result, Davis says, though conditions like
osleoarthritis appear to be what he describes
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"minimally invasive" liposuction.

EXPECTATION VS. REALITY

"There are no guarantees. I can't guarantee
it will do a darn thing.
lf somebody tells you
they'll be able to get
a ceftain result, run."
9R. JAMES DAVTS OF INTERVENTIONAL
PAIN MANAGEMENT
As with any medical procedure, candidates
are screened.
Among various diagrrostic criteria' this
screening weeds out patients who expect
nothing short of a miracle in exchange for
tlre typical $9,000 drive-out price'

The Daily Sentinel
Dr. James Davis washes
his hands before demonstrating a procedure.
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"This is notjust a place where you come
in and get a pill and that takes care of it,"
said Sims, who had been Davis'patient since
2012."There are multiple choices, and with
those, there are things that may or may not
happen."
If a patient has unrealistic expect'ations,
Davis said, "You may be set[ing yourself up
for failwe."
0n the other end, he advises patients to be
leery of promises that sound too good to be
or promises of any kind.
true
"There are no guarantees," he said. "I can't
guaxantee itwill do a darn thing.
"If somebody tells you they'll be able to get
a certain result, run," he said.
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Ttre effect of stem cell teatuents remain

unproven in the medical world, with littie
"rigorous data"
information collect€d in
to officially support results'
random trials
Davis and other members of the
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Californi;a-based Cell Sr:rgical Network
compile case information into a database in
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what is essentially a patient-funded shrdy.
For those who seek the procedure, Davis
likens a double-blind study of the freafrnent
to skydiving.
"Nobody wants to be the one to get the
chute that doesnt oPen," he said'
Paul Bryant contibuted to this story.
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Nicole Bradford is a iournalist,
East Texas native and alumna
af SFA. Nicole likes vinyl records. She has a dog and a cat
and several humans at home.
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